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Given an approximately centered image of a spiral galaxy, we describe an entirely automated method that
finds, centers, and sizes the galaxy and then automatically extracts structural information about the spiral arms.
For each arm segment found, we list the pixels in that segment and perform a least-squares fit of a logarithmic
spiral arc to the pixels in the segment. The algorithm takes about 1 minute per galaxy, and can easily be scaled
using parallelism. We have run it on all ∼644,000 Sloan objects classified as “galaxy” and large enough to
observe some structure. Our algorithm is stable in the sense that the statistics across a large sample of galaxies
vary smoothly based on algorithmic parameters, although results for individual galaxies can sometimes vary in a
non-smooth but easily understood manner. We find a very good correlation between our quantitative description
of spiral structure and the qualitative description provided by humans via Galaxy Zoo. In addition, we find that
pitch angle often varies significantly segment-to-segment in a single spiral galaxy, making it difficult to define
“the” pitch angle for a single galaxy. Finally, we point out how complex arm structure (even of long arms) can
lead to ambiguity in defining what an “arm” is, leading us to prefer the term “arm segments”.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Hubble Ultra Deep Field represents about
1/13,000,000 of the celestial sphere and contains about
10,000 galaxies, suggesting the entire sky contains upwards
of 1011 galaxies. Gaining quantitative structural information
for this number of galaxies will require automated methods.
For spiral galaxies, existing methods for visual classification
[1, 2] are either subjective or non-quantitative, while currently
available semi-automated methods [3–11]. are either too
simplistic or require significant human input.
II. METHODS
Our method is entirely automated, and is described in de-
tail elsewhere [12]. Starting with an approximately centered
image of a galaxy, it uses an iterative 2D Gaussian fit to find,
precisely center, and size the image.
We make the simplifying assumption that the disk of the
galaxy would be circular if viewed face-on, and then de-
project it to produce a face-on view of the galaxy (Figure 1a).
After applying a contrast-enhancement filter (Figure 1b), an
orientation filter [9] is used to assign an orientation (strength
and direction) to each pixel in the image based on the pix-
els around it (Figure 1c). Pixels are then hierarchically clus-
tered into regions with locally similar orientation and consis-
tent logarithmic spiral shape (Figure 1d). Note that brightness
plays no explicit role in this clustering, although it plays an
implicit role through the creation of the orientation field. Each
cluster is associated with a logarithmic spiral arc determined
by a least-squares fit, which can be brightness-weighted (also
Figure 1d). Sometimes, the requirement for consistent loga-
rithmic spiral structure blocks merges of clusters that, in retro-
spect, ”should” have been merged. Later, however, as the clus-
ters grow into their final shape, the arc fits may become more
compatible than they first appeared. Thus, a second stage of
merging is performed, based primarily upon compatible spi-
ral arc parameters (Figure 1e). Figure 1f depicts the resulting
arcs overlayed on the original de-projected image.
The resulting arcs and arm segments are independent of
each other, do not need to conform to any symmetry crite-
rion or be attached to a bar or the bulge, and do not need to
all wind in the same direction. So far as we are aware, this list
of arm segments comprises the most detailed description cur-
rently available for general spiral structure. Given the list of
pixels for each segment, an astronomer could easily perform
whatever measurement of that segment they may wish, such
as color, luminosity, brightness profile, etc.
When run on a set of galaxies, our algorithm produces two
tables: one table lists every arc in every galaxy, while the sec-
ond offers a per-galaxy summary.
III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows some typical “nice” examples. In general,
we find that if the image is clear and has a sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio (about as good as needed by a human, no more),
then the algorithm does a very good job of marking out the
arms and determinining pitch angle. However, we believe the
strength of our algorithm is that it also does well when the
galaxy is less clean, less symmetrical, and more fragmented.
Even when the image has such low resolution that little struc-
ture is visible, we find good agreement with human determi-
nations of structure.
Observing the arcs superimposed on the images in Figures
1, 2 and 3, we make two observations. First, that the loga-
rithmic spiral arc is a very good mathematical description of
the curve of spiral arms (with the possible exception of Figure
3d, which is a version of the code that is no longer in use and
did not always properly handle multi-revolution arc fits). And
second, that even though the fit is usually very good, the pitch
angle between different arms in the same galaxy can be quite
different. Even the two longest arms in the galaxy of Figure
1 do not agree with each other: the “left” long arm in Fig-
ure 1f has a pitch angle of 13.6 degrees while the “right” long
one has a pitch angle of 24.4 degrees—a difference of almost
11 degrees. Furthermore, it is clear from Figure 1e that both
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FIG. 1: Steps in describing a spiral galaxy image. a) The centered and de-projected image. b) Contrast-enhanced image. c) Orientation field
(at reduced resolution for pedagogical reasons). d) Initial arm segments found via Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) of nearby
pixels with similar orientations and consistent logarithmic spiral shape, and the associated logarithmic spiral arcs fitted to these clusters. e)
Final pixel clusters (and associated arcs) found by merging compatible arcs. f) Final arcs superimposed on image (a). Red arcs wind S-wise,
cyan Z-wise.
FIG. 2: Typical examples of how the algorithm performs on “nice” galaxies. Green represents a bar; red arms wind S-wise, cyan arms wind
Z-wise.
arms are fit quite well, with a width much smaller than their
length and the arcs remaining inside their cluster for their en-
tire length; this indicates that the error in these pitch angles
is much less than their difference. Such a disagreement is not
atypical, as Table I shows. Recent work has suggested that
pitch angle can also vary with radius, and this variance corre-
lates with other structural parameters of the galaxy [13].
minimum length 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
median difference 14.5 14.3 10.7 7.5 5.6 3.5 2.6
TABLE I: Median pitch angle difference (bottom row, in degrees)
between the two longest arms in a galaxy when both are at least as
long (in pixels) as the top row. Images are scaled to 256x256 pixels.
Astronomers frequently refer to “spiral arms” in a galaxy,
but to our knowledge there does not exist a formal definition
of what, exactly, a spiral arm is. Figure 3 illustrates why this
may be the case: arm segments can fork, split, have dust lanes,
and have “kinks” in them where the pitch angle changes even
if they are visually contiguous. As a result, in this paper we
prefer to use the term “arm segments”, which we roughly de-
fine as an (almost) contiguous arc-shaped region of light with
locally consistent orientation. Figure 3 also gives an infor-
mal indication of how the parsing of an individual image can
change depending upon minor changes to the algorithm.
Given a fixed version of the algorithm in which only its
major parameters are changed, it is important to determine
that our results change in a reasonable way as a function of
the parameters. Although the results for an individual galaxy
may occasionally change abruptly as algorithmic parameters
change—especially if the galaxy is poorly resolved—the av-
erage results across a large sample of galaxies should change
smoothly. We have performed a sensitivity analysis and veri-
fied that, statistically, all output variables vary smoothly. Fur-
thermore, both the mean and median pitch angle across galax-
ies changes by less than a degree as algorithmic parameters are
varied by a factor of 2 in either direction. This gives us confi-
dence that the results of our algorithm are stable in the sense
that statistics across a large sample of galaxies are unlikely to
suffer a large or unexpected shift based on small changes to
the parameters.
So far as we are aware, the current work is the first large-
scale, automated, quantitative survey of detailed general spiral
structure in galaxies. There exist several small-scale quanti-
tative surveys (e.g., [7, 8]), and two large-scale, qualitative,
human-based surveys: one citizen science project (Galaxy
Zoo [14, 15]), and one professional survey [16].
We compare our algorithm to two small-scale pitch angle
surveys. In the first Ma [8] manually measured the pitch an-
gles of either one or two arms in each of a small sample of
galaxy images. We have downloaded and run our algorithm
on the images used in that paper. The second (a group from
the University of Arkansas) uses a Fourier Analysis to ex-
tract the dominant pitch angle [7, 17]. In both cases, we al-
ways agree in chirality, although there is significant scatter,
sometimes up to 10–20 degrees, when it comes to pitch angle
agreement. Although this scatter may seem to be a concern,
recall from Table I that the pitch angle can vary quite signif-
icantly between arms in a single spiral galaxy. Since Ma [8]
measured only one or two arms in each galaxy, and since the
Arkansas group measure only one dominant pitch angle, per-
haps the scatter could be explained by inter-arm differences in
3FIG. 3: Three different interpretations of the spiral structure in M101. The colored images are from different versions of the code. All comprise
reasonable interpretations of the structure. (a) original image (b) Contrast enhanced. We have labelled three arm segments; the joint between
segments 1 and 2 may be what a human would call a “fork”, although our code never refers to forks. (c) An old version of the code, where
the three segments happen to be separated (blue, cyan, and olive pixel clusters). (d) An intermediate version of the code, where segment 2
has been interpreted as a continuation of segment 3, jumping over the gap between them. The single logarithmic spiral arc spanning the two
arguably fits reasonably well, suggesting perhaps that segments 2 and 3 are physically one arm with an obscuring dust lane, while the apparent
“fork” of segment 2 from segment 1 is an optical illusion. (e) The most recent version of the code, in which the logarithmic spiral arc more
stingently fits (in the least-squares sense) each cluster of pixels.
FIG. 4: Cumulative distribution of pitch angle discrepancies between
the two arcs measured for each galaxy from [8], in red, and between
our measurements and the measurements in [8] (blue for the full
comparison set, and green for the subset where two arc measure-
ments are available from [8]). Since the two curves are very simi-
lar, it is likely that much of the scatter between our results and the
results of other authors arises from genuine within-galaxy arm vari-
ation rather than between-method measurement variation.
each galaxy, rather than differences as a function of method.
To test this hypothesis, Figure 4 plots the cumulative distri-
bution of pitch angle discrepancies between the two arcs in
one galaxy (when available) from Ma [8], vs. discrepancies
between Ma’s method and our method.
Galaxy Zoo [14, 15] is a citizen science project in which
approximately 250,000 human volunteers classify images of
galaxies over the web after some rudimentary training. The
median number of people who viewed each image was about
40, so that some measure of certainty can be obtained from
multiple viewings of each image. Galaxy Zoo 1 (GZ1, [15])
presented people with an image of a real galaxy along with
6 cartoon galaxies, and asked them to choose which of them
most resembled the real galaxy. Across spiral galaxies with
observable structure, the only comparison we can make with
GZ1 is chirality (S-wise vs. Z-wise). In difficult cases some
humans may choose “spiral” while others do not, so we com-
pare our results on chirality against what we call the “discern-
ability” of a galaxy: the maximum fraction of agreeing hu-
mans that saw spiral structure, which we define for a particular
min discernibility rate 0 60 90 100 0 60 90 100
require 2 longest agree N N N N Y Y Y Y
inclusion rate 99.3 95.1 52.2 12.4 67.0 64.7 39.0 10.0
per-arc majority vote 75.4 75.9 79.9 82.5 79.5 79.8 83.1 84.8
longest arc alone 84.9 85.3 89.4 92.4 95.3 95.7 97.8 98.4
length-weighted vote 89.4 89.9 93.5 95.7 94.9 95.3 97.5 98.4
TABLE II: Winding-direction agreement with human classifications
from Galaxy Zoo 1. Row 1: the minimum proportion of human
votes that the dominant winding direction must receive (out of the
two known-direction and four unknown-direction categories). Row
2: do we demand our two longest arcs agree in chirality? Row 3
gives the proportion of the 29,250 galaxies included under these cri-
teria. Rows 4, 5, and 6 give agreement rates between Galaxy Zoo and
three methods of determining winding direction from our output.
galaxy as max(S-wise votes, Z-wise votes)total number of votes .
Table II compares our chirality measurement against those
of Galaxy Zoo 1 humans as a function of both human dis-
cernability, and several measures of our output. We include
29,250 galaxies with clearly observable structure, chosen by
the director of the GZ project (Steven Bamford, personal com-
munication). We see that both the “Longest arc alone” and
“Length-weighted vote” agree with the humans at least 85%
of the time, and as much as 98.4% of the time, across all val-
ues of human discernability.
We also compare pitch angle (arm tightness) measure-
ments, starting with Galaxy Zoo 2. Here, where human clas-
sifiers indicated that there was “any sign of a spiral arm pat-
tern” [18], they were asked whether the spiral arms were tight,
medium, or loose. Figure 5 shows the relationship between
our measured pitch angle (arclength weighted vote) and the
proportion of galaxies receiving a majority human vote for
Tight, Medium, or Loose. As can be seen from the dashed
lines in Figure 5, galaxies where we measure a low pitch an-
gle usually have majority human votes for Tight, while most
of the remaining galaxies in this range had majority votes for
Medium. As our measured pitch angle increases, we see pro-
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FIG. 5: Proportion of galaxies receiving a majority vote for Tight
(blue lines), Medium (green lines) or Loose (red lines) as a function
of our measured pitch angle. Pitch angles are binned with width 2
degrees between 0 and 40, 5 degrees between 40 and 50, and one
bin beyond 50 (due to low sample size). The dashed lines represent
all images tested from Galaxy Zoo 2; the solid lines represent the
images within the top quartile of human agreement.
gressively fewer galaxies classified as Tight, and more galax-
ies classified as Loose. Designations as “Medium” are per-
vasive throughout, while “Loose” classifications are less fre-
quent than “Tight” classifications. This reflects the classifica-
tion distribution of the image set as a whole. The solid lines in
Figure 5 represent the top agreement quartile (lowest Shannon
entropy quartile), and the association between our tightness
measure and human classifications is even more pronounced.
Longo [19] also provided a chirality measurement for a sur-
vey of galaxies, in which each galaxy was viewed only once
by one of five student volunteers. The students were told to
choose a chirality only if it was clear. We find similar agree-
ment as was seen against Galaxy Zoo.
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have run our code on every item in the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) that is classified as “galaxy”. Unfortu-
nately, SDSS does not distinguish between spiral and non-
spiral galaxies. We are currently working on a machine learn-
ing algorithm that uses the output of our code to distinguish
between spiral and non-spiral galaxies. Preliminary results are
encouraging (agreeing approximately 90–95% with Galaxy
Zoo humans), and will be presented in a future paper. Once
we can separate out spiral galaxies, further studies will be per-
formed concerning how spiral structure correlates with other
variables such as color, redshift, local environment, etc.
Code and data are available from WBH upon request.
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